Nucleus® and EuroSinp™ Site Management Solutions:
Total control for total peace of mind.

Total control for total peace of mind
Regardless of the size of your site, you need a reliable forecourt controller and a dependable
point-of-sale system. You need a site management solution adaptable enough to solve
problems, not one that causes them. You need a system with technology capable of handling
not only today’s challenges, but tomorrow’s as well.
At Dresser Wayne Pignone, we’ve been meeting those kinds of needs for over 20 years,
helping fuel retailers increase revenues and lower costs through innovative, customer-focused
technology. Regardless of the size of your site, our comprehensive Nucleus and EuroSinp site
management solutions are engineered to maximize uptime, improve efficiency and save you
both time and money.
Put simply, they’re designed to give you total peace of mind.

Flexible solutions to meet your needs
Our site management solutions let you manage your entire site, from point of sale to
head office interface, with unprecedented flexibility and scalability. Connect up to 32 fuel
dispensers, 24 card machines and 8 cash machines to the powerful forecourt controller, which
also allows you to attach and monitor important peripherals like car washes, tank gauges and
price signs.
And reduce both training time and input errors with the durable, highly configurable POS
system. Its easy-to-learn, multilingual touchscreen interface supports price lookups, fastkeys,
barcodes, PLU, price overrides and discounts, printer links, safe drops, multiple currencies and
more.
Our set of administrative tools will also help you spend less time in the back office and more
time focused on sales and service. Painlessly supervise pricebook management, stock control,
supplier management, and local or central reordering. And easily and securely transfer files
and exchange data with your home office.

Cutting-edge technology to protect your investment
Both Nucleus and EuroSinp Site Management Systems protect your investment by using
industry-leading technology designed to lower ownership costs, facilitate customer
interactions and provide a stable base from which to grow. The reliable forecourt controller,
versatile POS system and robust back office tools are all designed to make your site as
productive and efficient as possible — not just today, but for years to come.
The powerful LAN-based forecourt controller provides secure, seamless functionality
using standard Ethernet cables and TCP/IP protocols. And the open-architecture software
model not only supports the latest IT standards, it takes full advantage of Microsoft’s .NET
Framework and SQL Server to make expansion and upgrades easy.
The IBM-built, retail-hardened POS hardware platform offers optimum durability and
compatibility with all industry payment standards. Both IFSF and EPS-POS compliant,
it supports branded oil company cards, classic bank cards and the latest EMV cards, as
well as chain-specific loyalty cards and local account cards.

Industry experience to help you grow
With thousands of Nucleus and EuroSinp systems in place throughout Europe and
partnerships with virtually every major oil company, Dresser Wayne Pignone can put its
extensive technical expertise and market experience to work for you. We work closely with
industry leaders to stay ahead of the technology curve and use only the highest-quality
components to ensure that you never fall behind your competitors because of downtime,
inefficiency or obsolescence.
Whatever your needs, we’re here to help you choose the solution that best suits your site.
We can even help develop custom applications specifically for your situation.

Nucleus Site
Management System

EuroSinp Site
Management System

Take advantage of the Nucleus
all-in-one site controller and POS
system. It features:

EuroSinp is a scalable management
solution ideal for both petrol stations
and c-stores. It features:

• Secure, reliable software uses integrated audit and reporting tools to
track logins and store operations.

• QSR interface helps manage
restaurant or multi-brand c-store
functions.

• Sophisticated promotion engine
supports virtually any customer
loyalty or promotion campaign.

• Built-in offline POS engine helps
ensure maximum uptime.

• Create and support customized
Local Dealer Cards.

• Patented technology safeguards
integrity of W&M-relevant
software.

• Seamlessly integrates with thirdparty devices and payment systems.
• Plug-in architecture makes
expansion easy with customized
extensions.
• Available for sites in central and
northern Europe.

• Seamlessly integrates with thirdparty devices and payment
systems.

Nucleus Forecourt Server
Also sold separately, the Nucleus
Forecourt Server features:
• Powerful LAN-based interface
connects to POS using standard
Ethernet cables and protocols
(TCP/IP).
• Intelligent, integrated design
connects up to 32 dispensers, 24
card terminals and 8 cash terminals.
• Flexible configuration supports
different protocols and mixed
forecourts.
• Easy installation and hassle-free
maintenance.

• Plug-in architecture makes expansion easy with customized
extensions.
• Available for sites in southern
Europe.

For more information on any of our site management solutions, please visit www.wayne.com or contact your Dresser Wayne Pignone sales representative.

About Dresser Wayne/ Dresser Wayne Pignone
With offices on five continents, manufacturing facilities on four and thousands
of employees worldwide, Dresser Wayne has unquestionably helped shape
the evolution of retail fuelling since its modest origin in 1890. Known for
its cutting-edge technologies, exceptional customer focus and its win-win
industry partnerships, it has become a leading supplier of integrated solutions
to the global retail petroleum industry. Wayne® fuel dispensers, point-of-sale
systems and after-sale support services set the standard in this dynamic, highly
competitive market.
To better serve the needs of the EMEA market, Dresser Wayne acquired
certain business assets of Nuovo Pignone in 2004. The resulting Europefocused brand, Dresser Wayne Pignone, is based in Malmö, Sweden.
Thanks in part to that focus, Dresser Wayne is the only supplier able
to provide a truly integrated product line to EMEA fuel retailers that
encompasses all fuel types: petrol, LPG, CNG and a variety of eco-fuels.
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